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Internal migration refers to the migration of individuals from one region to another within the same
geopolitical entity, typically within the same country. Considerable attention has been given to the study of
migration using spatio-temporal data passively generated, for example cell phone records or social media
data. Such type of data enables to carry out large-scale analyses of migration flows as well as the microlevel view necessary to analyze individual behaviors [1]. At its core, research on migration behaviors first
requires to identify the internal migrants in the dataset. Methods to identify migrants are based on
determining home location changes i.e., a person that was living in a location, changes her home
permanently or temporarily within the same country. Several methods have been developed to identify
home location using spatio-temporal data [2] and some of these methods have been applied to identify
volumes of internal migrants [3]. However, no work has looked into analyzing the impact that the choice
of a home location algorithm might has in the identification of migrants. In this paper, we use an 8-month
window cell phone dataset from Mexico to identify and compare internal migrations.
We define as internal migrants the individuals who have a consistent home location for at least three months
and then move to another place, where they also stay for at least three months. With this definition, the
internal migrants we identify can be either long-term or short-term (circular) migrants, depending on
whether they go back or not to their original location after our data collection period finishes [4]. The census
data we use for validation measures the internal migration flow at the municipality level. As a result, we
use four different state-of-the art methods to detect home location at a municipality level: (1) most visited
municipality at night, between 6pm to 6am; (2) a shorter period of night time, from 10pm to 6am- the main
motivation to do this is that a tighter temporal range might help to reduce the noise in the set of
communication towers considered as potential home location; (3) home location as the municipality where
the center of gravity across all visited cellular towers is located, weighted by the cell phone activity in each
cell and (4) a combination of the temporal window approach (10pm-6am) with the center of gravity
approach- the assumption for this approach is that the activities during night hours tend to be closer to one’s
home location.
We used these methods to identify potential internal migrants and evaluated the accuracy of each method
by comparing the computed migration matrix with official census data. Additionally, we looked into the
biases introduced by each method, measured as the differences in accuracy when different types of urban
and rural flows are approximated via cell phone data. Overall, results show that: (i) methods that use
temporal ranges to identify internal migrants perform better than center of gravity-based methods; (ii)
longer temporal ranges show better accuracy than shorter ranges; (iv) current methods show biases against
rural population; and that (v) those biases decrease when total outbound or inbound flows are considered.
Although we focused our study in Mexico, these results could potentially be valid to the great majority of
developing economies, as they tend to show similar characteristics, namely: (1) high penetration of cell
phones; (2) uneven distribution of the population between urban and rural areas; and (3) reduced cell phone
activity when compared to developed economies.
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